Office Of the Special Officer  
Dasahitya Project,  
Room No.10  
SVETA Building  
T.T. Devasthanams, Tirupati.  
Dt.: 20.06.2019.

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS**

1. Candidate Selection in Live auditions conducted from 11.05.2019 to 14.05.2019 is not permanent. It is purely temporary until conduction of next Auditions.

2. The Selected Candidates should think of this Opportunity of singing in Unjal Seva (SD Seva) at Tirumala as a Seva to Lord Venkateswara but not as a Job in Dasahitya Project or TTD.

3. The Candidates should Sing Karnataka Haridasara Padagalu Only.

4. Opportunity to the Selected Candidates will be given on Rotation basis.

5. No requests or recommendation Letters will be accepted to change the dates of their performances due to their Anniversaries, Birthdays or any other Occasions in any form or manner.

6. Dates will be sent/allotted to the candidates through Email. No Phone Calls will be received from this Office.

7. It is mandatory to send the Confirmation Email (For Instance “stating that whether they are willing to come on that date or not”) in response to this Office Email immediately. Any delay in this regard will not be entertained.

8. No Referral letters or Recommendation Letters will be acknowledged from the candidates by this Office requesting to pre-pone or post-pone their turn in any form or manner.

9. No preference will be given to Technical aspects like Alapanaas, Neravel, Swara Kalpana and Ugabhogam etc., as the Candidates need to sing two (2) no. of songs in 7 minutes allotted to DSP, TTD at Unjal Seva (SD Seva).

10. If any complaints received regarding attire, performance, discipline and behaviour with others against the Candidate, his/her selection is liable to be rejected. No Opportunity will be given in future.
11. The Candidates should follow Hindu Traditional Attire like **Half Saree/Saree** for Women and **Shirt, Pancha/Dhoti** for Male candidates. The same Dress Code will be applied to Side Artists also.

12. The Women Candidates need to Plait their hair properly and should not leave their hair in loose/Pony.

13. The Candidates should follow Hindu tradition.

14. Any deviation in this regard will be viewed seriously and the said candidate will be eliminated completely from the participation in future.

15. Dasa Sahitya Project, TTD has every right to cancel or Postpone the Performance already allotted to the candidate if necessary and the Candidates should bound to the Decision of Dasa Sahitya Project, TTD.

16. The remuneration given to the Music Artists is as follows.
   a) Local Candidates = Rs.3,000/- (including Side-Artists)
   b) Non- Local candidates = Rs.5,000/- (including Side-Artists)

17. Remuneration will be paid to the Music Artists through NEFT only if the given Bank details are correct. No Cheques/ DD’s will be issued.

18. No immediate payment to the Music Artists will be made from this Office.

19. A free accommodation will be given at RBGH-1 Room No.27.(Morning to Evening)

20. After the Completion of Unjal Seva, the said Candidate must vacate the given accommodation. No night Stay will be allowed.

21. Food (Break Fast, Lunch & Dinner) will be provided to the Music Artists along with Side Artists at Employees Canteen, Tirumala.

22. A free Darshan will be provided to Vocal Artists and Side Artists through Supadham only on showing their Original Aadhar Card to TTD Staff at Supadham.

23. Srivari Prasadam will be issued to the Music Artists only on Payment basis.

24. It is mandatory to the Candidates to follow the above mentioned Terms and Conditions Scrupulously and if any deviation is observed, the said Candidate will be eliminated from the Selection List and no preferences will be given in future.

In Service of the Lord Venkateswara

**SPECIAL OFFICER**